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Abstract: The domestic commercial entities use as an alternative settlement method: payment 

services offered by e-money companies. This article is intended for both theoreticians and 

practising accountants, since, in addition to developing the existing theoretical basis, the aim is to 

identify relevant solutions for solving problematic accounting issues related to the documentation 

of the use of local payment services. Technological progress does not stand still, and in the last 

decade, so-called companies issuing electronic money have started to appear on the local trade 

market of the Republic of Moldova. The importance of the topic requires research into the practical 

application and accounting of transactions related to the use of payment services offered by e-

money companies. The applied research methodology involves both general and specific 

approaches such as: analytical method, web-graphical analysis, synthesis method, comparison 

method, systemic method and other relevant research methods. Therefore, in the following, an 

attempt will be made to identify the correct way of documenting the cash collection process by 

applying domestic payment services. 
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Introduction 

In addition to "traditional" settlement methods, such as the payment of funds to the 

cashier of the business entity by customers/purchasers of goods and services, which is 

supported by the issuance of the tax invoice and ECC voucher, or the execution of the bank 

transfer, business entities currently use the services provided by e-money companies (e.g. 

Paynet) as settlement methods.  

Thus, in accordance with the provisions of the Law no.114 (2012) on payment 

services and electronic money, the National Bank maintains public registers of payment 

institutions, postal service providers and electronic money issuers, which have been 

issued/withdrawn/suspended the license of the National Bank for the activity of providing 

payment services, respectively, for the activity of issuing electronic money. 
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Law no.114 (2012) is applicable to payment service providers for the activity of 

providing payment services, as well as to electronic money issuers for the activity of 

issuing electronic money (Law no.114, 2012). 

The technological progress keeps on going and in the last decade, so-called e-

money companies have been emerging on the local trading market of the Republic of 

Moldova. Thus, according to the legal provisions, a payment institution is a commercial 

company, other than a bank, a postal service provider or an e-money institution, which 

holds a license for the provision of payment services, and an e-money institution is a 

commercial company, other than a bank, which holds a license for the issuance of 

electronic money (Law no.114, 2012). 

Thus, the following categories of payment service providers can be distinguished: 

a. banks and subsidiaries of banks in other countries, operating in accordance with 

Law No 202/2017 on the activity of banks ("traditional" bank transfers); 

b. payment companies (National Bnak of Moldova, 2023); 

c. e-money institutions (National Bnak of Moldova, 2023); 

d. postal service providers operating in accordance with the Postal 

Communications Law No 36/2016 (Law no. 36, 2016); 

e. National Bank of Moldova (hereinafter - National Bank) - if it does not act as 

monetary policy authority or other public authority; 

f. State Treasury of the Ministry of Finance (hereinafter - State Treasury). 

The relevant for commercial entities are the payment services offered by electronic 

money institutions.  

Researchers Mihaila, S., Codrean, V., Bădicu, G. and Dascăl, I. (2021), are among 

the few local scholars and authors who have been concerned with the issues of the 

researched field. On the international level, the works of the author Grosu, V. (2022) are 

relevant to this subject. 

Currently, payment services offered by electronic money institutions have started to 

be applied by entities operating in the retail sector, in particular, by those economic agents 

who widely sell to customers/buyers via the Internet, i.e. by using so-called online shops or 

internet shops. As a result, such trade entities become active participants in a new form of 

commercial activity - e-commerce, which simultaneously with the pandemic situation 

"sparked" or even better " went up in flames" and offers traders as well as manufacturers in 

the Republic of Moldova the opportunity to provide buyers with efficient, simple and fast 

settlement methods. 

The way of use, functioning as well as accounting of operations involving the 

application of bank cards (issued by commercial banks), is already well known to the trade 

entities in the Republic of Moldova. Concerning the use of payment services offered by e-

money companies as a method of settlement with customers/buyers, commercial entities 

are currently facing major difficulties, problems and limitations due to the fact that the 

local legislation contains significant gaps in this respect. This raises dilemmas and 

problematic issues related to the correct reflection in the accounting records and the proper 
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documentation of such economic transactions. In most cases, payment services offered by 

electronic money institutions operate in a similar, almost identical way from an accounting 

point of view, with minor differences in the additional or specific services and options, as 

well as in the fees charged by electronic money institutions. 

The above arguments prove the topicality and importance of the subject under 

discussion, thus establishing the necessity of investigating the complex problematic issues 

related to the use of payment services offered by electronic money issuers (e.g. Paynet) by 

the trade entities in the Republic of Moldova, as well as the improvement of these 

settlement methods by studying the major changes and metamorphoses that have taken 

place in the business environment in the Republic of Moldova, as well as the development 

of new technical solutions in the last decade. 

The purpose of the work is to identify the exact way of documenting and accounting 

the economic operations directly related to the collection of funds from the buyers of the 

trading entities for goods sold through payment services offered for use by e-money 

companies, through a unique but complex approach oriented to the study of processes and 

actions in the trading entities through an in-depth analysis of the innovations occurring in the 

commercial activities. Without pretending to have exhausted, dissected and totally consumed 

this topic, there is a strong certainty that the subject addressed will serve as a starting point 

for further and more in-depth studies in this new and very broad field. 

At the same time, it is strongly expected to formulate relevant conclusions, well-

founded recommendations, proposals and suggestions of know-how aimed at eliminating the 

problems identified and to bring the domestic regulatory framework closer to the economic 

reality in which trade entities operate. Similarly, there is an obsession with establishing with 

certainty the legally binding documents necessary for documenting operations aimed at the 

use of domestic payment services by trade entities as a settlement method. 

The topicality of the subject is reconfirmed by the strong need for knowledge, 

constant examination and analysis involving reasoning and criticism of the way of 

documenting and accounting for economic transactions involving the use of payment 

services offered by electronic money companies as settlement methods, targeting tools 

based on high-performance information technologies in commercial establishments during 

the course of their business activities as a tool for assessing the results obtained. Generally 

speaking, we anticipate a drastic reduction in the use of cash flow in the economy in the 

future, especially with regard to commercial relationships, which will inevitably lead to the 

emergence of new settlement methods that will substantially reduce the use of "paper" in 

the process of making payments for goods purchased by buyers. Thus, the investigation of 

new settlement methods from an accounting and tax point of view is the way forward, 

which in our view has a much higher value. 

Since the settlement method through the payment services offered by the 

companies issuing the electronic currency is just beginning to be applied by the 

commercial entities, a few relevant publications in this regard have been identified like 

Jizdan (2017) and Jizdan (2018). Thus, this research has an absolutely innovative 
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character, because it presents the entire cycle of documents necessary to document the 

economic operations related to the use of payment services offered by companies issuing 

electronic currency. These aspects in particular are subject to study and analysis, and so we 

consider that the work investigates a topical subject for the local, regional and other 

accounting environment. The subject under investigation is both topical and relevant, thus 

generating increased interest and attention from both theorists, tax experts and practicing 

accountants dealing with business entities. 

With reference to the issues examined, the following research objectives have been 

identified, which allow the topic to be addressed: 

- examining the information flows relating to the particularities of accounting for 

economic transactions using local payment systems as settlement methods; 

- justifying the need to develop the theoretical basis for accounting for the 

collection of funds using electronic methods in general and local payment 

systems in particular; 

- investigating the aspects related to the accounting of accounting items in 

commercial entities, involving an in-depth analysis of the literature through the 

application of innovative scientific techniques and procedures. 

By focusing on the investigated topic, the aim is to obtain results that will be 

translated into the development of the theoretical and practical knowledge basis on the use 

of payment services offered by electronic money issuers to commercial entities in the 

Republic of Moldova, as well as the formulation of proposals and suggestions regarding 

the improvement of documentation, taxation and accounting related to the process of 

collecting funds from buyers through domestic payment services adapted to the changes 

that have occurred over more than a decade of time. Therefore, the scientific results that 

are submitted for support relate to the improvement of the documentation and accounting 

process for electronic settlement methods, including the payment services offered by 

electronic money issuers. 

3. Data and Methodology 

Any scientific work involves the careful selection of research methodology. Thus, in 

this particular case, the aim is to identify the correct way of documenting and accounting for 

the process of cashing funds by using the payment services offered by e-money companies 

as settlement methods, having as a strong basis multiple research methods considered 

relevant to the topic under investigation: 

- the analytical method (investigation of the most important theoretical issues 

arising directly from the literature currently available);   

- the synthesis method (gathering relevant information and summarising the most 

important aspects concerning the collection of money laundering for goods sold 

through domestic payment services);   
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- the comparison method (studying, in contrast and by comparison, how the 

collection of funds is documented and accounted for using "traditional" and 

electronic settlement methods);  

- the systemic method (arguing and interpreting relevant information); 

- other relevant research methods.  

The similar methodology was succesfully aplied in other researches like Mihaila, S., 

Codrean, V., Bădicu, G. and Dascăl, I. (2021) and Grosu, V. (2022), which represents an 

additional reconfirmation of the relevance of the application of the chosen research methodology. 

The work envisaged for elaboration will include multiple complex scientific-

methodological materials on all aspects related to the peculiarities and specifics of cash 

collection for goods sold in case of using payment services offered by e-money companies, 

with the use of scientific research methods such as: observation, inductive and deductive 

reasoning, analysis, classification, documentation, recording and synthesis.  

The legislative and normative acts in the field of accounting in the Republic of 

Moldova, as well as the visions and theoretical expositions of scholars and specialists from 

the Republic of Moldova as well as from abroad, will serve as support for the research. 

4. The Model and Findings 

In order to identify the relevant scientific publications related to the topic and 

subject under investigation, a statistical analysis of the publications (so-called bibliometric 

analysis) was carried out using several relevant research criteria. Thus, the analysis was 

carried out using the Google Scholar search engine, and identified a relatively limited 

number of researches and publications, which reconfirms the topicality and importance of 

the investigated topic, as well as its innovative character.  

There are no express answers to the practical questions and dilemmas in the local 

legislation. Thus, this research will attempt to identify solutions and formulate concrete 

answers to some of the problems identified, based on the fact that the business 

environment and accountants cannot be "satisfied" with interpretations of the legislation in 

force regarding the documentation of the collection of funds through payment services. 

Following the in-depth analysis carried out, it is evident that the issue under study is of 

great interest to researchers and scholars from Moldova and abroad, as confirmed by the small 

but growing number of publications and research on e-commerce in general and payment 

services in particular. This repeatedly reconfirms the evolution of accounting in relation to the 

development of new forms of commerce as well as the settlement methods used. 

The use of payment services offered by companies issuing electronic money 

Since payment services offered by electronic money issuers in the Republic of 

Moldova operate in a similar way from an accounting and tax point of view, we will 

examine the Paynet payment service as a relevant example.  

The Paynet payment system is intended for online shops and web services. Using 

the web interfaces of the Paynet service, the commercial entity provides the opportunity for 
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their customers/buyers to have the possibility to make payments from bank cards and e-

wallets. In addition to the Paynet web interface, the merchant has access to the loyalty 

system of the Paynet e-money issuer. More information about the services and benefits 

offered by the Paynet payment service can be found by visiting www.paynet.md (Paynet 

Services SRL, 2023). 

Paynet payment service working principle 

The matter of the cash collections for goods sold and services rendered to buyers by 

trading entities is a highly important one, and continues to be very topical. Extremely 

important are the problems faced by practising accountants with regard to the correct 

reflection of such transactions involving the use as a settlement method with purchasers: 

the payment service offered by an electronic money company, in particular Paynet. 

For a better accounting and tax understanding of operations using the Paynet 

payment service, it is recommended to read the information and conditions of use of this 

platform, which can be viewed on the official website www.paynet.md. 

Very simply stated, the principle of operation of transactions using the Paynet 

payment service is presented in the figure below: 

Figure 1. Paynet payment service working principle  

Source: developed by the author 

 

 

a) conclude a contract with Paynet;  
b) creates an account on the 

platform; 
c) integrates the payment service 

with the web page of the online shop. 
 

 
issues self-developed documents 

(invoices, payment accounts, etc.) to buyers 
via the platform (Paynet account) 

 

buyers pay for goods purchased directly on 
the online shop's website via Paynet Wallet 

 

 

money from buyers goes into the 
Paynet account/electronic wallet 

(opened with the electronic money 
issuer "Paynet Services" Ltd.) by the trading 

entity 
 

 

 

the funds are withdrawn from 

the Paynet account/electronic wallet to 

the merchant's current account opened at 

a commercial bank 

 

Commercial entity (resident) 
which has an online shop (website 

through which it offers goods for sale) 
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As a general rule, in order to use the payment service offered by the electronic 

money institution Paynet, the commercial entity shall conclude a contract with "Paynet 

Services" SRL, under which the commercial entity obtains an electronic wallet (account) 

within the Paynet platform (www.paynet.md). From a practical point of view, an eWallet 

on the Paynet platform is shown in the image below: 

 

Image 1. The visual aspect of the Paynet electronic wallet 

Source: https://paynet.md  

Once the e-wallet is created, the commercial entity has two options: 

a. integrating the Paynet payment service directly on the web page of the online shop (if 

the commercial entity has an online shop). In this case, the buyer will purchase the 

goods directly on the web page of the online shop by adding the product to the virtual 

shopping cart. At the last stage of the purchase, the buyer will choose the payment 

method, one of these methods being the payment via the Paynet payment service. 

From a practical point of view, the choice of payment method by the buyer directly on 

the web page of the commerce entity is shown in the images below: 

 

 
Image 2. The choice of payment method by the buyer directly on the webpage  

of the commercial entity 
Source: https://paynet.md  
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Image 3. The visual aspect of the Paynet payment interface / 
Source: https://paynet.md  

b. in the absence of an online shop (website), the commercial entity can create payment 

accounts within the account/electronic wallet that can be sent to buyers via email, 

viber, whatsapp, telegram, etc. The buyer will receive a link, when opening it, he/she 

will be able to pay for the goods purchased through the Paynet electronic wallet 

(opened as a natural person), by bank card, at the terminal, at the commercial bank 

counter. The payment account issued via the Paynet platform is illustrated below: 

 
Image 4. The payment account issued by the commercial entity to the buyer via the  

Paynet platform 

Source: https://paynet.md  

The funds paid by the buyers will be accumulated in the merchant's Paynet 

eAccount/Portfolio. All cash receipts can be viewed based on the primary document: the 

Paynet statement, illustrated below: 
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Image 5. Statement of cash receipts from buyers on the Paynet platform / 

Source: https://paynet.md  

At this point, the trading entity has the possibility to withdraw funds to a current 

account opened in a commercial bank in the Republic of Moldova. The bank statement, 

shown in the picture below, serves as the primary supporting document: 

 

Image 6. The bank statement reflecting the withdrawal of funds from the Paynet 

Electronic Account/Portfolio to the bank current account 

Source: developed by the author 
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At the end of each calendar month, the electronic money issuer of Paynet shall issue 

the commercial entity with a tax invoice for the fees for the payment service provided. The 

electronic money institution usually charges two types of fees: 

- the fee for the use of the payment service (PSP fee); 

- the fee for withdrawing funds from the Paynet account/electronic purse to the 

current bank account opened in a commercial bank in the Republic of Moldova. 

 
Image 7. Fiscal invoice issued by the electronic money institution related to the fees for 

using the payment service and withdrawing funds from the Electronic Wallet/Account  

Source: developed by the author 

Additionally, Paynet issues a report on payments received via the payment service 

from purchasers of goods and services, which is a primary supporting document necessary 

for accounting for the amount of money received by the electronic money institution on 

behalf of the merchant. 
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Image 8. Primary supporting document: report on acceptance of payments on the Internet  

Source: developed by the author 

Thus, the report on payments received via the payment service from purchasers of 

goods and services shows the total amount of payments received by the electronic money 

institution during the reporting period (calendar month) in favour of the commercial entity, 

the total amount transferred to its Paynet account and the amount of the commission 

charged by Paynet. Therefore, the commercial entity has all the information and primary 

supporting documents to correctly reflect the economic transactions in the entity's 

accounting records. 
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Conclusions 

With regard to the documentation of transactions involving the use of payment 

services offered by electronic money institutions, including Paynet, we consider that 

primary supporting documents should be used for such economic transactions: 

- report on acceptance of Internet payments (issued by the e-M institution); 

- Paynet statement, which displays cash receipts from the merchant's 

customers/buyers; 

- the tax invoice relating to the fees charged by the electronic money institution; 

- the delivery-receipt document concerning the fees charged by the electronic 

money institution; 

- the current bank account statement reflecting the withdrawal of funds from the 

Paynet Electronic Account/Portfolio to the current bank account. 

In accordance with the provisions of Law No 287/2017 (Law No. 287, 2017) on 

accounting and financial reporting, those should be recognised as primary supporting 

documents, and can be used for accounting of economic transactions involving the use of 

this payment system.  

We can generally state that in the context of globalization, the development of 

modern payment tools and the growth of online sales of goods and services, an increasing 

number of commercial entities in the Republic of Moldova are diversifying their payment 

processing systems, including by implementing payment services offered by e-money 

companies. In order to achieve this goal, it is necessary to identify some innovative tax 

solutions, adjusted to the current economic reality. 

In our opinion, the process of improving the accounting of trade entities certainly 

concerns the segment of settlement methods and instruments, since the development of 

electronic payment services offered by local (Moldovan) e-money companies is an 

inseparable element of trade relations both now and in the not so distant future. 
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